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Although energy substitution in U.S. manufacturing has been studied in great depth at
the national level, little attention has been paid to the regional level. However,
regions may differ in their use of energy for a variety of reasons. The main objective
of this study is to estimate region-specific demands for energy using a dynamic model
for two-digit SIC Code manufacturing sectors. We derive own and cross-price
elasticities for energy for different regions and we compare them. We, thus, provide
information which has implications for a region specific energy policy.
Introduction
Many economic studies have been conducted
in recent years in response to problems
created by increasing energy prices during the
1970’s.Manufacturing has received special in-
terest with the analytical focus being on the
substitution patterns of energy with other in-
puts-capital, labor and materials. Berndt and
Wood, Griffin and Gregory, Pindyck, Fuss,
and Halvorsen, among others, have made
significant contributions to the energy-sub-
stitution literature, However, for the most
part these studies have been conducted at the
aggregate level, mainly concentrating at total
U.S, manufacturing and sometimes at U.S.
manufacturing sectors disaggregated at the
two-digit SIC level. To date little attention has
been given to energy substitution relationships
at the regional level in the U,S. Nevertheless
we might expect regions to differ in the way
they use energy in production on the grounds
of differences in the endowment of resources,
in industrial mixes, and in institutional ar-
rangements.
Interregional differences in production
structures have been the concern of many
analyses over the years. Important contribu-
tions to the study of regional production dif-
ferences were the works of Vinod, Lande and
Gordon, and Moroney who estimated aggre-
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gate U.S. production functions and used the
results to calculate production characteristics
at state or census region points. Gallaway and
Alperovich took a different path and applied
separate production functions for each region.
Gallaway used a capital-labor Cobb-Douglas
specification and found that differences in pro-
duction structures between the Middle At-
lantic States and the South Atlantic States
were not statistically significant and could not
explain wage differentials between these two
regions, Alperovich estimated a two-input
CES production function for various two-digit
manufacturing sectors in nine census regions,
Capital-labor substitutability was found to
vary across the regions. However, this varia-
tion was not statistically significant, with the
exception of a few sectors, thus implying that
regional production functions are similar.
None of the above regional analyses have
included energy as an input. Among the few
studies that explicitly address energy are the
works of MacAvoy and Pindyck, and Walton,
MacAvoy and Pindyck found clear differences
among regions in demand elasticities of natu-
ral gas. Walton studied energy substitutability
for four manufacturing sect@ in the Middle
Atlantic region. She found substitutability be-
tween capital and energy (counter to the ag-
gregate results of Berndt and Wood), substi-
tutability between labor and electricity while
the evidence for labor and fossil fuels was di-
vided.
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mate region-specijk input demands for capi-
tal, labor, energy and materials for manufac-
turing sectors. In this respect, although we
share a lot with the research reported recently
by Harper and Field, 1we depart from them
and from others in that for the first time a dy-
namic approach is being used to study regional
input demands and energy substitution in par-
ticular.
Dynamic disequilibrium models have re-
cently developed along the basic assumption
that adjustments of certain “quasi-fixed” in-
puts are incorporated into the production pro-
cess of firms so that it becomes an endogenous
part of their total optimizing problem. At any
particular point in time, therefore, firms may
be out of long-run equilibrium. Research with
dynamic models of this type to investigate en-
ergy use has been carried out by Berndt, Fuss
and Waverman (1980), Denny, Fuss and
Waverman, and Berndt and Morrison. The
present study utilizes such a dynamic model to
investigate energy use in regionally disag-
gregate two-digit manufacturing sectors in
1971 –73.2 This analysis gives insights in the
directions of energy price impacts at the re-
gional level and in the adjustment process dur-
ing the 1970’s.
In the next section we discuss the model
and data used. Then we present our results. In
the final section we summarize our conclu-
sions and the policy implications of our find-
ings.
Model and Data
The theoretical foundations of the dynamic
model used in this study can be found in the
works of Lucas (1967a, 1967b), Lau, McFad-
den, Treadway, and Berndt, Fuss and Waver-
man (1977).
Define the production function of the firm
as:
(1) Y(t) = F [Y(t), x(t), x(t), t]
‘ This research along with that reported by Harper and Field
was supported by the National Science Foundation, Grant No,
SE5 -802-0585.
2The use of time-series, cross-sectional data has been consid-
ered as an interesting extension of the dynamic models for future
research (see, for example, Berndt, Fuss and Waverman (1980)).
To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that such an
extension is implemented. We should also mention that we believe
that the three-year data when combined with cross-sectional ob-
servations gives enough variability for the variables so that a long-
run equilibrium can be described in a dynamic analysis,
where Y(t) is output, v(t) and x(t) are, respec-
tively, the vectors of variable and quasi-fixed
inputs, x(t) is the rate of change of the quasi-
fixed inputs and t is an index of technology.
Costs of adjustment are represented within
this production function as dY(t)/~i(t) < 0,
i.e., as output foregone due to inputs being
devoted to changing the stock of quasi-fixed
inputs.
In the short-run firms can be viewed. as
minimizing normalized variable costs C =
ZjMPjVjconditional on Pj, Y, xi and xi, where
variable irqqt prices have been normalized,
i.e., Pj = Pj/Pl.
The normalized restricted cost function
(NRCF)
(2) c=c(P, x,x, Y,t)
under standard regularity conditions on F is
increasing and concave in P, increasing and
convex in x, and decreasing and convex in x.
Moreover, the partial derivative of the NRCF
with respect to the normalized price of any
variable input Pj equals the short-run cost-
minimizing demand for vj
(3) ~ = Vj forj = 2, ..... M
J
while the partial derivative of C with respect
to the quantity of any quasi-fixed input equals
the negative of the normalized shadow service
price of the quasi-fixed input
(4) ~ = – Ui fori=l N , ..... 1
whe~eui = qi(r + ~i)and qiis the normalized
(by PI) asset purchase price of the ith quasi-
fixedfactor, r is the rate of return and Pi is the
rate of depreciation. The dynamic optimiza-
tion problem facing the firms is to minimize
the present value ofthe stream of future costs:
M N
v
(5) L(0) = ~~e-r’ (,~1 Pj vj + ,=, ~i Ii dt
where I = x + ~ixiis the gross addition to the
stock of the ith quasi-fixed factor. This
minimization is accomplished by choosing the
time paths of the control variables v(t), x(t)
and the state variable x(t) that minimize L(o),
given initial conditions x(o) and v(t), x(t) >0.
Since the NRCF gives the optimal demand
for the variable factors conditional on the
values of the quasi-fixed inputs, we can substi-16 April 1986 NJARE
tute (2) into (5), and integrate the resulting
function by parts to obtain:




e-fi C(x,k,P,Y,t) + ~ uixi dt
o i
Minimizing (6) is equivalent to minimizing
(5) since the term xi qixi(o)indicates an initial
condition and is not an element of the optimal
path. This problem has been related to the
flexible accelerator or partial adjustment mod-
els by Treadway to obtain solution for x (see
Appendix A), Our model was specified in
terms of labor (L), energy (E), materials (M),
and one quasi-fixed input, capital (K). In this
case of one-quasi-fixed input i 1can be gen-
erated as an approximate solution to:




l/2r —r2– 4C*X,X+rC*i X =— ;*. .
X1X1 ’11
while x1and xl subscripts denote derivatives,
and the star means that the relevant functions
are evaluated at the point x*1and xl = o. We
should note that the stationarit y assumption,
i.e. xl = o, imposes the restriction of a fixed
optimal technology indicated by x*1(see Karp
and Shumway), In our case this seems rea-
sonable as the time span is short.
To derive our econometric model we
specify a quadratic functional form to approxi-
mate the NRCF(2), We further assume that:
i. prices are given to the firms and that static
expectations prevail about them,
ii. continuous changes of capital K may be
represented by discrete changes, Kt –
Kt.l = AK,
iii, production in t is a function of the capital
stock of the previous period, Kt–1. This
means that any capital cost adjustment
during the period affects production
through the cost of adjustment, only.
Before we incorporate these assumptions
into our model, let us briefly discuss their
strengths and limitations. The presentation of
NRCF by a quadratic form is a convenient
assumption that leads to a multivariate linear
differential equation system, the solution of
which can be approximated by the flexible ac-
celerator adjustment mechanism. However,
we should mention here that Epstein de-
scribed a procedure that can generate a large
class of practical functional forms for dynamic
factor demand functions in the case of more-
than-one quasi-fixed inputs and a different ad-
justment mechanism,
The assumption of static expectations
seems to be very restrictive. The model could
be extended to incorporate different assump-
tions about expectations. However, we should
recall, here, the arguments made by Chambers
and Lopez about expectations. The cost of ac-
quiring information might be very high so that
it may be “rational” to rely on static expecta-
tions. This might be true for the energy market
before 1973and even afterwards as the unpre-
dicted and abrupt changes should have made
the acquisition of related information ex-
tremely costly. Also, the ability to store inputs
or outputs at a low cost in relation to the value
of final commodities makes the assumption of
static expectation quite sensible. We should
mention here that Epstein and Denny in a
similar model showed that their results were
robust to alternative specification of expecta-
tions. Moreover, the assumption in our case is
related to a short time series.
Now, incorporating the above assumptions
and normalizing by the price of materials, PM,
we write the NRCF as:
(9) C= P~L+P~E+M=Dc Dc, t
+DEPE+DYY+DKAK+D~ Kt_l
+ % [DEEPE2 + DLLPL2] + DLEPL PE
+ DLKPL Kt.l + DEKPE Kt.l
+DLy PLY+ D~YPEY+DLKPL AK
+DE~p~AK+DLtpLt+DEt pEt
+ DKtKt-lt + DKtAKt + DKKKt-l AK
+ DYKY Kt-l + DYKY AK + % [Dyy Y2
+ DKKKt- 12+ DKK(AK)*]
The internal costs of adjustment within C are
connected with the term AK and can be writ-
ten as a sub-function G(AK). At a stationary
point AK = Oimplies G(AK) = O.Moreover,
we assume that the marginal costs of adjust-
ment are also zero at AK = O(i.e., limAK+i) G’





+ DEKPE + DKtt + DKKKt.l
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This, in turn, implies the following restric-
tions:
(11) DK = DLK + DEK + DKt
+DKK=DYK=O
Incorporating these restrictions in the NRCF
we derive the short-run demands for variable
factors by utilizing the property ttC/L3Pj = Vj
(12) ~ = L=DL+DL~t+D==p=
8PL
+ DLEPE + DLYY + DLKKt.l
(13) + = E=D~+DEtt+DLEpL
+ DEEPE + DEYY + D~KKt.l
(14) M= C- PLL -PEE
=Dc+Dct t+ DKKt_l+Dy Y
- % [DLLPL2 + 2 DLFJPL PE
+ DLL PL2] + DYK YKt. 1
+ % DYY Y2 + % DKK Kt_12
+ ~z DKK (AK)2 + DKtKt.1 t
The optimum capital stock at the steady state






The optimal path of capital is characterized by
equations (7) and (8), The adjustment coeffi-
cient given by (8) takes the following form:
[( )1
(16) M*l=-%r-#+~%
and the net capital investment equation be-
comes:
(17) AK, = M*l [K*, - K,_l]
[(
1/2 r - p+ 4DKK ~ =-
DKK H
“[(- -&d”
(DK + DLKPL+ DEKPE
+ DYKY + DKtt + PK) – Kt _ 11
Equations (12)-(14) are short-run demand
functions for L, E, and M while equation (17)
gives the net capital accumulation. The sys-
tem is non-linear and simultaneous since AKt
is a right-hand variable in (14)and endogenous
in (17). However, as indicated by Berndt and
Morrison, the system is structurally recursive
as AKt in (17) depends only on exogenous
variables and also enters only in equation (14),
We are able to derive short and long-run
elasticities with our dynamic model, Short-run
elasticities are obtained when capital is fixed
while long-run elasticities are derived when
capital has adjusted to its long-run equilibrium
value K*. Short-run own and cross-price elas-




(18) EvJP~ = ~
~ K- K,., )
j =L, E,M
l= L, E,M, K
The long-run own and cross-price elasticities
for the variable inputs can be derived as:
PI dVj
( )(





aP1 l= L, E,M, K
The long-run own and cross-price elasticities
for capital can be calculated as:
(20) EKp,LR =
(1%) (%3
l= K, L,E, M
The primary sources of our cross-sectional
(state) time-series data were the Census of
Manufacturers (CM) and the Annual Survey
of Manufacturers (ASM), We developed input
prices and quantities for each state-level two-
digit manufacturing sector for each year 1971
through 1973,3
Labor quantity was hours worked by all em-
ployees, We adjusted labor for quality along
three dimensions: school years completed,
age, and sex, to avoid any bias in the substitu-
tion possibilities,4 Labor price was the implicit
3A moreextensiveanrdysiscan be foundin Vlachou,pp. 133-
147,
4A low priceof laborassociatedwithlowlaborqualitywillnot
necessarily lead to a substitution of labor for other inputs. We
shouldmention,here, that althoushwegaveattentionto thequal.
ity of labor only, other inputs, includingenergy, may differ in
quality.Ourspecialinterestinlaborcanbeexplainedon historical
grounds. A numberof regionalstudtes have concentratedon ex-
plaining the North.South wage ditTerentials(see, for example,
Scully,andGallaway);laborqurditywasfoundto beanimportant
factor accountingfor these differentialsand this result led us to
givespecialattention to labor qualky. Moreover, we shouldalso
note that it is hard to collect informationon the quatity of other
inputs;the ftnancialand time costs of gatheringsuchinformation
werebeyondthe scope of this study,18 April 1986 NJARE
price obtained by dividing the total payroll by
the quantity of labor,
We developed state-level prices for aggre-
gate energy using the approach of Pindyck; a
translog prise aggregator was applied to the
prices of different energy types.
Reliable prices for materials do not exist for
different states of the U.S. and, thus, we were
forced to assume that materials prices were
equal to unity across all states. Since relative
prices are required in the estimating equations
this did not lead to econometric problems; it
did cause us to exclude all data for Alaska and
Hawaii, however, for which the assumption is
too unrealistic.
Capital service prices were developed with
the standard formulas.5 The service price of
capital varies across states due to differences
in state property taxes and state corporate
profits taxes, and to some extent to regional
rates of return as reported by the Federal Re-
serve. Capital stocks were based on data for
6‘book value of depreciable assets” for state
two-digit sectors for 1976,6together with an-
nual investment data taken from the Census
and Annual Surveys, Gross stocks were con-
verted to net stocks by using BLS data on net
stocks for 1976.The standard perpetual inven-
tory formula was used to obtain estimates of
net capital stocks for earlier years.
Output data were constructed from ship-
ments adjusted for beginning and ending in-
ventories of finished goods, Output was mea-
sured at the level of average firm (i.e., we
divided output by the number of firms), using
the number offirms in each state two-digit sec-
tor as of 1972.7
Identification of regions was the subject of
an elaborate pre-test, Our objective was to
aggregate states with similar sectoral produc-
tion functions. Criteria used, in addition to re-
gions as defined by the Census Bureau, were
age of capital stock, and relative input prices,
with and without contiguity imposed.8 Based
on these criteria, seven regional tests were
conducted and the number of regions under
each test was four, A static translog cost func-
tion was assumed to represent the homothetic
production function and data for the 74-76 pe-
riod was used for its estimation. Sectoral mod-
els were estimated first for each of the four
regions and second for all the observations to-
gether. A Chow test was conducted to deter-
mine if the regions defined under each one of
the seven criteria could be pooled together.
Rather surprisingly, the Census designations
gave the greatest number of sectors that differ
statistically in their production structure, and
so are used here, Geographical proximity may
indicate, besides the interaction of shared eco-
nomic characteristics, similar cultural, so-
ciological and climatological conditions. Be-
cause of degrees of freedom problems we had
to work with only three regions, Our North-
east region consists of New England, Middle
Atlantic and East North Central; the South-
east contains South Atlantic and East South
Central regions; the West includes all other
states.
As constituted, the Northeast (NE) pro-
duced 49 percent of total U.S. value added in
manufacturing in 1972,the West (W)produced
35 percent and the Southeast (SE) produced
the remaining 17percent,
Because some state-sectors were not widely
represented in certain regions, we chose to in-
clude only 12 two-digit sectors in our final
analysis, These were arrived at by determin-
ingthe nine largest in each region which, since
these were not the same in each region, gave a
total of 12 sectors.
In Table 1in Appendix B we give a picture
of the industrial structure of each region basi-
cally in terms of sectoral shares of total value
added produced in each region in 1972,These
different industrial structures have been his-
torically associated with different patterns of
capital accumulation. Regional differences in
input prices faced by each sector are shown in
Table 2 in Appendix B, The price of labor is
the lowest in the SE for all but one sector, and
highest in the NE for all but three of the 12
sectors, Similarly, the NE faces the highest
energy prices in general, while the W has the
lowest, The service price of capital shows less
regional variation, but with some tendency for
it to be higher in the SE than in the other two
regions.
Results
J See, for example, Bemdt.
6Provided, on special contract, by the Bureau of the Census.
7We assumed, therefnre, that the number of firms changes only
slowly.
s See Vlachou for details.
Using cross-sectional (state) data for three
years (1971-1973) we estimated the parame-
ters of our simultaneous equations system for
each of our twelve two-digit sectors in each ofVlachou Energy Substiwion in U.S. Manufacturing 19
the three regions. For the estimation we used
the Zellner’s “seemingly unrelated” regres-
sion method of the TSP program. Since the
error terms of the estimating equations are as-
sumed to be correlated we work within the
generalized least squares framework. Parame-
ter estimates, not presented here but available
on request, are consistent and asymptotically
efficient. The overall evaluation of the model
is fairly good as a great number of parameter
estimates are statistically significant at 95 per-
cent level of significance.9
Figure 1presents the short-run and long-run
own price elasticities. There are several posi-
tive own prices elasticities; however, the ma-
jority of them are close to zero, Positive own
elasticities can be explained by either a non-
cost-minimizing behavior or a poor approxi-
mation of the cost function by a quadratic
form,
Own price elasticities for labor, both short-
and long-run, are relatively inelastic in the ma-
jority of the sectors. At first sight no distinct
regional pattern seems to exist in labor elas-
ticities, However, the NE concentrates six
sectors (20, 24, 27, 34, 35, 37 accounting for
53,5 percent of the value added produced in
the region in 1972)with the most elastic LR
demand for labor, In contrast, five sectors (22,
23, 26, 28, 33 accounting for 31.6 percent of
the value added produced in the SE in 1972)
show most elastic LR demand for labor in the
SE. These findings, in combination with im-
portance of each region in total U.S. Manufac-
turing, imply that (LR) demand for labor is
more elastic in the NE, a result supported also
by Harper and Field.
We note with interest that the sectors with
the most elastic demand for labor in the NE
experience the highest labor prices out of all
regions while in the SE the opposite is the
case, i.e. the sectors with the most elastic de-
mand for labor in the SE experience the low-
est labor prices out of all regions, Thus, oppo-
site historical labor price patterns seem to
have produced the same result: great sensitiv-
ity y to changes in labor prices, We also note
with interest the small difference between
9As it is known,withina generalizedleast squaresframework
the R2is a meaninglessmeasureofgoodness-of.flt.However, the
number of significant coefficients is an indication of good perfor.
mance. In our model 50.0 percent of the estimated coefficients (for
the twelve sectors) are significant in the Northeast while 44.5 per-
cent in the West and 49.2 percent in the Southeast are statistically
significant at 95 percent level of significance.
short-run and long-run elasticities (exceptions
that stand out are sectors: food (20)in the NE,
chemicals (28)in the W, metal (34)and trans-
portation equipment (37) in the NE).
Own price elasticities for energy show quite
a dispersion. Elastic energy demand is experi-
enced in sectors 28 and 33 in all regions; also
in sectors 20 and 26 in the West and 35and 37
in the Northeast. The West is the only region
which experiences the most elastic demand
for energy in as many sectors as five (20, 24,
26, 33, 37accounting for 36.4 percent of value
added of the region). We note that the West
experiences the lowest energy prices in all re-
gions in these five sectors. This implies that at
least in these sectors, production structures
are more responsive to energy price changes
than in other regions. However, no general
regional energy pattern can be discerned with
confidence,
In Table 1we provide two kinds of compari-
sons for the regional own price elasticities for
energy. First, we compare them with aggre-
gate U,S, elasticities estimated with this dy-
namic model using our data; we note that
there is a great variation among regional and
national own price elasticities for energy.
However, these differences are more sector-
specific than region-specific. This implies that
energy price policy should be differentiated
not only for regions but also for sectors.
Second, we compare the LR elasticities of
this study with Harper and Field’s elasticities
for the 9 sectors for which information is avail-
able. We notice that for six sectors in the West
(20, 26, 28, 33, 34, 35), five sectors in the
Southeast (20, 26, 27, 28, 37), and three sec-
tors in the Northeast (20, 28, 35) our elas-
ticities are greater. This seems to imply that
our dynamic specification captures better the
long-run since it poses fewer restrictions, i.e.
it provides a process for the quasi-fixed input
(here capital) to adjust instead of assuming in-
stantaneous adjustment.
Own price elasticities for materials are more
concentrated and smaller, especially in the
short-run, than those of other inputs. No re-
gional pattern can be discerned.
Own price elasticities of capital are quite
dispersed and a considerable number of them
are positive implying an upward sloping de-
mand for capital, A number of them are in the
elastic range while sectors 28, 33 and 36 show
elastic demand for capital in all regions. Re-
gional patterns cannot be identified for capital
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Table 1. Own Price Elasticities for Energy—A Comparison
This study—LR Elasticities Harper and Field






















































0.13 – 1.49 –0.36
– 1.09 0.35 –0.13






Equipment (37) –0,703 –1.383 -0.074 –0.956 – 1.75 –0.55 –0.49
price of capital also showed small regional
variation.
Some significant cross price elasticities are
presented in Figure 2. With respect to the en-
ergy-labor relationship both the short-run and
the long-run elasticities show the majority of
the sectors in the Southeast experiencing sub-
stitutability while in the West and the North-
east complementarily, To understand these
findingswe should recall that the price oflabor
is the lowest in the Southeast and the highest
in the Northeast for the majority of sectors,
This price structure led to such a production
structure that cheap labor can easily substitute
for energy in the Southeast while more expen-
sive labor substitutes for energy with difficulty
in the other two regions. We should note here
that this pattern is stronger within the dynamic
context than in Harper and Field’s static
model. The implication of these findingsis that
labor price can be a more effective instrument
for easing the energy constraint in the SE than
in the other two regions.
It should be noticed that the majority of the
studies of U.S. manufacturing have found E-L
substitutability, although a number of them
(Denny, Fuss and Waverman; Berndt and
Morrison) have found a certain degree of com-
plementarily. Our results might indicate that
substitutability is possible in the SE where the
unskilled labor may outweigh the skilled la-
bor in our aggregate labor index, while in the
other two regions complementarily prevails
as skilled labor may outweigh the unskilled
labor. This explanation is consistent with
Berndt and Morrison’s reasoning that energy
and unskilled labor are substitutable while en-
ergy and skilled labor are complementary.
With respect to E-M cross price elasticity,
E and M are clearly substitutes in the North-
east and the West but the evidence is dividing
in the SE, Thus, the SE shows the smaller
substitutability while the other two regions
both experience relatively high E-M elas-
ticities in a number of sectors. Since we don’t
know the regional price structure for materi-
als, we have to restrict ourselves to the energy
prices in order to explain the E-M substitut-
ability y pattern, High energy prices in the
Northeast and low prices in the West have
produced a great sensitivity in the demand for
materials with respect to energy prices in
these areas. Materials substitute easily for ex-
pensive energy in the Northeast while cheap
energy substitutes easily for materials in the
West.
The E-K elasticities show a divided evi-
dence in all regions and a great number of
them cluster around zero. In these findings we
agree with Harper & Field although there are
differences in individual elasticities.
With respect to the K-L relationship, there
is great evidence of complementarily; how-
ever, all these elasticities are concentrated
around zero, We note with interest that Pin-
dyck and Rotenberg in a recent study found
K-L complementarily in aggregate U.S.
manufacturing, a result that is in agreement
with our findings at the two-digit sectors.
In Table 2 we present the adjustment
coefficients which show the percentage of ad-
justment to long-run equilibrium that occurs in
the first year, The table shows quite an insta-
bility in the adjustment process. This instabil-
ity y questions mostly the assumption, often
made in this kind of model, of increasing mar-Vlachou
Table 2. Adjustment Coefficients



















.2063 .2954 0607 0.2256
.0712 .2652
(.1460)
.1241 .2861 .1241 (.2505)
.4041
Note: Blanks signifynegativeadjustmentcoefllcients.Parenthe-
ses signify positive adjustment coefficients due to both a positively
sloped demand for capital and a decreasing marginal cost of ad-
justment. M indicates that the sector is missingdue to inadequate
degrees of freedom.
ginal costs of adjustment. However, in the
cases where coefficients have been estimated
a relatively slow adjustment process becomes
discernible, thus supporting the dynamic spec-
ification versus the static one.
Conclusions
Our results seem to indicate that factor de-
mands are not only region-specific but also
sector-specific. This implies that energy policy
should be differentiated not only by region but
also by sector. Nevertheless, we have identi-
fied some regional characteristics for certain
factor demands.
First, labor demand was found to be elastic
in the northeast and southeast. This result in
combination with the E-L substitutability in
the southeast implies that labor can be an in-
strument for substituting away from expensive
energy in the southeast. This result seems
quite plausible since the southeast has a com-
parative advantage in the labor input.
Second, with respect to energy demand we
found that the west concentrates a great num-
ber of sectors which experience the most elas-
tic energy demand in all regions, This coupled
with the E-L complementarily and a divided
evidence on the E-K relationship seems to in-
dicate that sectors that may have attracted to
the region because of cheap energy are in a
difficultposition. They seem to have built pro-
duction structures where energy is com-
plementary to labor and to a significant extent
to capital input. As energy prices increase
their costs of production increase rapidly
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since they cannot substitute away from energy
and the region might lose its comparative ad-
vantage in energy cost, given the production
technology. However, materials can substi-
tute for energy in the West and, thus, they can
be used to mitigate the effect of energy price
increases on production costs,
Third, the northeast experiences an elastic
demand for labor and a relatively inelastic de-
mand for energy. Moreover, energy and labor
were found to be complements in the north-
east while the evidence for energy and capital
is divided, However, energy and materials are
substitutes in the majority of the sectors. This
implies that the effect of energy price in-
creases can be mitigated by substituting
mostly materials for energy,
With respect to the energy-capital relation-
ship, which has been given so much attention
in the literature, our results show a wide varia-
tion by region and sector with the exception of
sector 36 where energy and capital are com-
plements in all regions, Thus, capital input in-
centives to substitute away from energy
should be both region- and sector-specific.
Finally, dynamic own price elasticities for
energy show a greater response of energy de-
mand to changes in energy prices than the
static elasticities; this, in combination with the
evidence that the adjustment process is slow,
seems to speak in favor of the dynamic specifi-
cation.
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Appendix A
The Hamikonian of the minimization problem described
in equation (6) of the text is:
(1) H (x, x, k, t) = e-ti [C (P, x, i, Y, t) + UX]+ Ax
The necessary conditions for the optimum path of x(t) are:
(2) –CX–r C*–u+Ciik+CX%x=O
where x, x subscripts denote derivatives while x is the
second partial derivative with respect to time. We note
that the sufficient conditions are always satisfied since C
is convex in x and x,
A steady-state solution is obtained from (2) when x =
~=o:
(3) –CX(P, x*)- rCk(P, x*)-u=O
x* is unique as long as [– C*XX– r C*XX] # O,where the
star means that C,X and CX*are evaluated at the point x*
and k = O.
Treadway (1971, 1974)has linked this model to the flex-
ible accelerator or partial adjustment models by showing
that x can be generated from (2) and (3) as an approximate
solution to the multivariate linear differential equation
system:
(4) x = M* (x*, r) [x* – x]
where M* is a stability matrix satisfying the condition:
(5) – C**i M*2 – -o r c*ki M* + C*XX+ r C*X* –
In the case of only one quasi-fixed input (4) and (5) be-
come equations (7) and (8) of the text.Wachou Energy Substitution in U.S. Manufacturing 27
Appendix B
Table B1. Sectoral Shares (Percent of Re-
gional Total) of Total Value Added, Three Re-
gions, 1972
Sector Northeast Southeast West
20 7.53 9.53 17.14
22 1.72 12.05 .67
23 3.69 5,96 1.79
6.73 3.89 4.05
$ 3.07 4,87 2.57
27 6.49 3.94 3.70
28 8.20 3.81 3.00
33 8.99 4,95 2.93
34 9.77 4.66 5.93
35 11.80 9.45 8.04
36 4.82 7.43 5.16
37 11.19 6.83 9.71
All Other
Sectors 16.00 22.63 35.31
Total Manu-
facturing 100.00 100.00 100.00
Source: Census of Manufacturers, Area Statistics, Volume I,
1972.
Table B2. Input Prices, 1972, Twelve Two-Digit Manufacturing Sectors
LaboF Energyb Capital
Sector NE SE w NE SE w NE SE w
20 4.18 3.37 3.84 2.08 1.59 1.41
22
.17 .14 .16
3.37 2.89 3.02 2.22 1.61 1.32
23
.17 .18 .17
3.03 2.50 2.68 2.15 1.52 1,47
24
.16 .17 .16
3.62 3.09 3.60 1.92 1.54 1,33
26
.18 .19 .18
4.31 4.25 4.63 2.08 1.56 1.39
27
.17 .18 .18
4.71 4.34 4.39 2.14 1.57 1.42
28
.16 .17 .17
5,05 4.55 4.86 2.12 1.54 1.43 .18 .19 .18
33 5.68 4.54 4.74 2.12 1.54 1.52 .18 .19 .18
34 3.86 4.32 4.15 1.54 2.26 1.66 .18 .17 .18
35 4.81 4.26 4.59 2.14 1,57 1.44 .18 .19 .18
36 4.55 4.02 4.16 2.13 1.54 1.43 .17 .18 .17
37 5.42 4.49 4.86 2.07 1.53 1.47 .18 .19 .17
aQuality adjusted; see text; price is dollars per hour.
b Dollars per 1,000 BTU’s,